New Lititz DVDs as of November
11/19/2018

CALL #

TITLE

CAST

DESCRIPTION

RATING

Bluray

BLURAY EYES

Eyes wide shut

Tom Cruise, Nicole
Kidman

BLURAY FOR

For greater glory : Andy Garcia, Oscar
the true story of
Isaac, Catalina Sandino
Christiada
Moreno

BLURAY GREAT

Jeremy Irvine, Robbie
Great expectations Coltrane

La La Land

Pierce Brosnan, Susan
Sarandon
Nathan Fillion, Jason
Isaacs
Ryan Gosling, Emma
Stone

Man of steel

Henry Cavill, Amy
Adams

BLURAY GREATE The greatest
BLURAY GREEN Green Lantern.
EMERAL
Emerald knights
BLURAY LA

BLURAY MAN

Manhattan physician Bill Harford's equilibrium is disrupted by a sexual revelation. At an elegant
Christmas party, two 'models' hit on him. The next night, his wife reveals her sexual fantasies
with a stranger. When he goes into a world of wealthy sex play at a masked ball of hedonism,
his life is threatened and his self-respect and marriage disintegrates.
A chronicle of the Cristero War (1926-1929) fought by the people of Mexico against the
atheistic Mexican government. Focuses on retired General Enrique Gorostieta Velarde, who
was reluctant to join in the war, and Jose Luis Sanchez del Rio, a young boy who witnessed a
R priest's murder and later is tortured by the government.
After Pip, an orphaned blacksmith's apprentice inherits a fortune from an anonymous
benefactor, his future seems promising. But a bitter heiress is intent on preventing Pip from
PG-13 finding true love.
Three months after Allen and Grace's son dies, a young woman shows up pregnant with his
child. At first her arrival threatens to tear the family further apart, but eventually she proves to
R be the very thing that brings them back together.
An anthology of six tales that show Hal Jordan and the Green Lanterns policing the galaxy a la
PG 'Gotham Knights.
A jazz pianist falls for an aspiring actress in Los Angeles. This original musical about everyday
PG-13 life explores the joy and pain of pursuing dreams.
A young boy learns that he has extraordinary powers and is not of this Earth. He journeys to
discover where he came from and what he was sent here to do. But the hero in him must
emerge if he is to save the world from annihilation and become the symbol of hope for all
PG-13 mankind.

British TV Series
DVD CAMPIO
SEASON 2
MYSTER

Campion.

DVD DOCTOR

Doctor Thorne

Peter Davison, Brian
Glover
Tom Hollander, Rebecca
Front

A mild mannered man of means is really a super sleuth.
The life of penniless Mary Thorne, who grows up with her Uncle, Dr. Thorne, and her
relationship with the family at nearby Greshamsbury Park estate.
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DVD GOOD
SEASON 2

The Good Karma
Hospital.

Amanda Redman,
Amrita Acharia

The continuing
Bluraystory of British transplant Dr. Ruby Walker and the staff of the Good Karma
Hospital as they work to heal their patients in modern-day rural India.

DVD MIDSOM
SERIES 20

Midsomer
murders.

Claire Skinner, Abigail
Cruttenden

Bucolic settings harbor macabre crimes and eccentric characters that are no match for DCI John
Barnaby his assistant, DS Jamie Winter and new pathologist, Dr. Fleur Perkins.

DVD MURDOC
HOME

Murdoch
mysteries. Home
of the Holidays

Yannick Bisson, Thomas
Craig

In Edwardian Toronto, days before Christmas, Murdoch and his wife, Dr. Julia Ogden, travel to
Victoria, British Columbia, to spend time with Murdoch's eccentric brother. But instead of a
relaxing holiday they end up investigating a murder at an archaeological site.

DVD POLITI

The politician's
wife

Tory up-and-comer and arbiter of family values Duncan Matlock has been caught in an affair
with an escort. His wife, Flora maintains a loyal fascade. But in private, her anguish hardens
Juliet Stevenson, Trevor
into rage after erotic telephone tapes reveal the extent of her husband's duplicity. Employing
Eve
mature strange sexual games and covert political tactics, she plots the ultimate revenge.

DVD SHETLA
SEASON 4

Shetland.

Douglas Henshall, Alison
O'Donnell

Follows DI Jimmy Perez and his DS, Tosh MacIntosh, as they investigate how the cold case of a
teenager's murder is linked to their current investigation of a journalist's murder.

American TV Series

DVD TREME
SEASON 1

Treme.

Khandi Alexander, Rob
Brown

Amid the ruins, ordinary people--musicians, chefs, residents--find themselves clinging to a
unique culture and wondering if the city that gave birth to that culture still has a future. Set in
New Orleans in the aftermath of the greatest man-made disaster in American history.

Foreign Films
DVD GOLDEN
(Italian)

Golden door

Charlotte Gainsbourg,
Vincenzo Amato

DVD SHANGH
(Spanish)

El embrujo de
Shanghai
(Shanghai Spell)

Fernando Fernan
Gomez, Eduard
Fernandez

A Sicilian farmer falls in love with a worldly British woman while both are attempting to
PG-13 immigrate to America.
In Barcelona in the 1940s. Dani, a young boy whose father was killed in the Spanish Civil War.
Dani is enlisted to care for a crazy neighbor--a Captain who is suffering posttraumatic stress and
on an obsessive quest to close down a local industrial plant.

Feature Films
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DVD ALOHA

Aloha

DVD ANNE

Anne of Green
Gables, The
sequel, the
continuing story

DVD BONNEV

Bonneville

DVD CONVIC

Conviction

A celebrated
military contractor returns to the site of his greatest career triumphs, the US
Bluray
Space program in Honolulu, Hawaii, and reconnects with a long-ago love while unexpectedly
PG-13 falling for the hard-charging Air Force watchdog assigned to him.
Anne, an eleven-year-old orphan, is sent to live with a middle-aged brother and sister and
proceeds to make an indelible impression on everyone around her. / Anne, now a young
woman, has become a teacher and dreams of meeting her ideal man / Anne and her husband
Megan Follows, Colleen
face the challenges of war when newly enlisted Gilbert is lost and Anne travels to Europe to
Dewhurst
find him.
Faced with the decision of a lifetime, Arvilla Holden hijacks her two best friends and sets off in a
vintage '66 Bonneville convertible across the great American West to deliver her husband's
ashes to her step-daughter. What begins as a simple road trip for the trio, will end up becoming
Jessica Lange, Kathy
a chance to rediscover themselves, their friendship, the importance of promises and always
Bates
PG living life to the fullest.
Betty Anne Waters is a young woman whose world is shattered when her beloved brother
Hilary Swank, Melissa
Kenny is convicted of murder and sentenced to life in prison. Convinced of his innocence, Betty
Leo
R Anne embarks on an 18-year journey to set Kenny free.

Fair game

Naomi Watts, Sean
Penn

Based on the autobiography of undercover CIA operative Valerie Plame, whose covert identity
was exposed when her husband, retired Ambassador Joe Wilson, wrote a newspaper article
PG-13 challenging the basis for the claim that there were weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.

Luke Perry, Leonor
Varela
Danny Glover, Willem
Dafoe, Brad Johnson,

Elite horseman, Cal Masterson, suffers a traumatic accident that also affects his championship
Paso Fino horse, Fandango. Unable to compete, Cal is soon swallowed by debt. Claire, who is
PG struggling with her own loss, must overcomes her own fears to help Cal compete again.
During the Vietnam War, a disillusioned Navy pilot recruits a cynical bombardier to fly with him
PG-13 on an unauthorized mission against a Hanoi missile depot.

DVD FAIR

DVD FINE
DVD FLIGHT

DVD FOR

A fine step
Flight of the
Intruder
For greater glory:
the true story of
Cristada

Bradley Cooper, Rachel
McAdams

Andy Garcia, Oscar Isaac

R

A chronicle of the Cristero War (1926-1929) fought by the people of Mexico against the
atheistic Mexican government. Focuses on retired General Enrique Gorostieta Velarde, who
was reluctant to join in the war, and Jose Luis Sanchez del Rio, a young boy who witnessed a
priest's murder and later is tortured by the government.
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When HalBluray
Jordan becomes a Green Lantern, he is put under the supervision of senior Lantern,
Sinestro, only to discover that his so-called mentor is part of a secret conspiracy that threatens
PG-13 the entire Green Lantern Corps.

DVD GREEN
FIRST

Green lantern :
first flight

Christopher Meloni,
Victor Garber

DVD HALLMA
CHRIST/HOLIDAY
DVD HALLMA
HOLIDA/HOLIDA

Christmas at Holly
Lodge
Hallmark Channel
holiday collection

DVD HANOVER
DVD JURASS
FALLEN

Hanover Street

Alison Sweeney, Jordan
Bridges
TV-G
Autumn Reeser /
Natasha Henstridge /
Harrison Ford, LesleyAnne Down
PG
Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas
Howard
PG-13

DVD OLD

Old school

DVD POST

The Post

DVD REACH

Reach me

DVD STATIO

The station agent

Jurassic world.

DESCRIPTION

When a major developer sends Evan to evaluate the value of Holly Lodge, he and lodge owner
Sophie have an instant attraction. But when Sophie realizes the reason for Evan's stay, she
must convince him the lodge is a bad investment, while trying not to fall in love.
Love at the Thanksgiving Day Parade / Christmas Song / Baby's First Christmas / A Bride for
Christmas
An American bomber pilot falls in love with a British nurse, and then must escort her husband
on a mission behind enemy lines.
When the island's dormant volcano begins roaring to life, Owen and Claire mount a campaign
to rescue the remaining dinosaurs from this extinction-level event.
Three middle-aged men disenchanted with their lives, try to relive their youth by moving into a
house on a college campus and start hanging out with a group of misfit college students, losers,
Luke Wilson, Will Ferrell
R and retirees.
This historical drama is based on the events surrounding the release of the Pentagon Papers,
documents which detailed the history of the United States' involvement in Vietnam. The story
centers on Kay Graham, the first female newspaper publisher in the country, as well as her
tough editor, Ben Bradlee. The two become involved in an unprecedented power struggle
Meryl Streep, Tom
between journalists and the government, exposing a cover-up that has spanned four different
Hanks
PG-13 American presidencies.
A motivational book written by a mysterious man quickly gains popularity, inspiring a group of
people that includes a journalist, his editor, a former inmate, a hip-hop mogul, an actor and an
Sylvester Stallone,
undercover cop to re-evaluate their choices and decisions by confronting their fears in hopes of
Kelsey Grammer
PG-13 creating more positive lives.
A young man inherits a train station in rural New Jersey and moves there for a life of quiet
Patricia Clarkson, Peter
solitude. He soon finds friendships and a sense of belonging that he never expected, and never
Dinklage
R thought he wanted.
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TITLE

The two faces of
January

When I find the
ocean

CAST

Kirsten Dunst, Viggo
Mortensen

Lee Majors, Diane Ladd

DESCRIPTION

RATING

Sleek thriller
set in Greece and Istanbul in1962. Intrigue begins at the Parthenon when wealthy
Bluray
American tourists Chester MacFarland and his wife Collete meet American expat Rydal, a
scammer working as a tour guide. The two befriend him, but a murder at the couple's hotel
PG-13 puts all three on the run together.

PG

Longing for the father she lost to the ocean and having no way to say goodbye, Lily strikes out
on her own. Leaving behind a safe, loving environment with her grandparents and loving
mother, she faces not only her fears but the obstacles the wilderness presents.

Non-fiction DVD

DVD 201.3 SUK

Sukhavati: a
mythic journey

Narrator, Joseph
Campbell.

Michael LaFosse,
DVD 736.98 BET Between the folds Richard Alexander
Simon &
DVD 782.42166 Garfunkel, old
Paul Simon, Art
SIMON SIM
friends
Garfunkel

DVD 973 AME

America : the story
of us
Narrator: Liev Schreiber.

Lectures are interwoven with exquisite images and otherworldly music for an experience that
has been called spiritual and hypnotic. Sukhavati means, place of bliss, which is the origin of
Campbell's favorite phrase, follow your bliss.
Chronicles the stories of ten fine artists and intrepid theoretical scientists who have abandoned
careers and scoffed at hard-earned graduate degrees -- all to forge unconventional lives as
modern-day paperfolders.

Live on stage. Paul Simon, vocals & guitar, and Art Garfunkel, vocals.
Focuses on the people, ideas and events that built our nation, covering 400 years of America
history. Sharing their thoughts on the building of America, and what it means to be an
American, are: Tom Brokaw, Michael Douglas, Meryl Streep, Buzz Aldrin, Colin Powell, Donald
Trump, John Legend, Melissa Etheridge, Brian Williams and more.
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